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There exists a Hamiltonian formulation of the factorisation problem which also needs the definition
of a factorisation ensemble (a set to which factorable numbers, N ′ = x′y′, having the same trivial
factorisation algorithmic complexity, belong). For the primes therein, a function E, that may take
only discrete values, should be the analogous of the energy from a confined system of charges in a
magnetic trap. This is the quantum factoring simulator hypothesis connecting quantum mechanics
with number theory. In this work, we report numerical evidence of the existence of this kind of
discrete spectrum from the statistical analysis of the values of E in a sample of random OpenSSL
n-bits moduli (which may be taken as a part of the factorisation ensemble). Here, we show that
the unfolded distance probability of these E’s fits to a Gaussian Unitary Ensemble, consistently
as required, if they actually correspond to the quantum energy levels spacing of a magnetically
confined system that exhibits chaos. The confirmation of these predictions bears out the quantum
simulator hypothesis and, thereby, it points to the existence of a liaison between quantum mechanics
and number theory. Shor’s polynomial time complexity of the quantum factorisation problem, from
pure quantum simulation primitives, was obtained.
keywords: Quantum Chaos; Quantum Simulation; Trapped Ions; Quantum Algorithms
I. INTRODUCTION
Arithmetic and Quantum Mechanics share captivating
similarities. For example, there is a typical probabil-
ity distribution to measure some fixed distance between
two prime numbers, similarly, as is the case, in quantum
physics, that there are different intensities for the obser-
vation of the transition between any two distant energy
levels of the atom. Even more visual examples exist,
for instance, Raman barcodes, emerging from nonlinear
media quantum optics spectroscopy, are the counterpart
of number theoretical congruence classes, being on the
grounds of optical readable code technologies. Thus, even
though no confirmed connection between those two sci-
ences exists to date, given the relevance of number theory
in cybersecurity, discovering a possible deep connection
between them will be of crucial interest. On the other
hand, going to the fundamentals of analytical number
theory, ideas about a possible liaison between quantum
mechanics and number theory emerged from Hilbert and,
independently, Po´lya suggestions (see Ref. 1) that Rie-
mann’s hypothesis (Ref. 2 and 3) will be trivially true
if some Hermitian operator can be found such that its
eigenvalues are the imaginary part of the zeroes of the
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complex Euler’s function
ζ(s) =
∞∑
n=1
1
ns
=
∏
p=prime
(1− p−s)−1.
As a matter of fact, Po´lya’s hypothetical Hermitian op-
erator could be assimilated to the Hamiltonian of some
physical system and, on these regards, the truth of Rie-
mann’s hypothesis implies that quantised energies exist
that are the imaginary part of the zeroes of ζ(s). There
is also numerical evidence that the statistical behavior of
these complex zeroes is related to the eigenvalues of large
random Hermitian matrices (Refs. 4a and 4b), an intrigu-
ing fact that also shares the statistics of the energy levels
of magnetic quantum systems with anti-unitary symme-
try breaking, i.e., a Gaussian Unitary Ensemble (a re-
markable example of this is the Aharonov-Bohm billiard
– see Refs. 5a, 5b).
The most comprehensive program to implement these
ideas, relating pure number theoretical conjectures with
physics, was by Berry and Keating (Refs. 6 – see also
Refs. 7 and 8). Nevertheless, these authors did not suc-
ceed to find a true bound Hamiltonian from which quan-
tum discreteness would eventually emerge to cope with
the, also discrete, Riemann zeroes. In spite of this, since,
modulus the truth of the hypothesis, the zeroes would
univocally determine the distribution of the primes, if
the connection suggested by Hilbert and Po´lya is correct,
then, there must also exist a quantum system whose en-
ergies universally give the primes themselves, and, since
the primes are defined from Euclid’s unique factorisation
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2theorem, such a quantum system should determine a new
and universal distribution of the possible prime factors of
a number N = xy, product of two primes –clearly a fi-
nite and bound set because the possible lower factor will
satisfy the simple constraint x ≤ √N–. The number
theoretical energy function has to be multiplicative with
the primes x, y, and, given that the relevant quantity is
the amount of primes not larger than x, i.e., the func-
tion pi[x], it has been conjectured earlier by Rosales and
Mart´ın in Ref.9, that the analogous to the energy of the
physical counterpart of the factorisation problem should
read as
E[x,N/x] = pi[
√
N ]−2pi[x]pi[N/x]. (1)
As a matter of fact, this arithmetic function may be
considered, with the appropriate choice of canonical vari-
ables, as the Hamiltonian of an inverse harmonic oscilla-
tor of some physical system with confined trajectories.
On the other hand, in the center of mass of every two
ions in a Penning trap, the Hamiltonian of the mag-
netron degree of freedom exactly coincides with the in-
verse harmonic oscillator prescription in number theory
and, wherefore, Rosales and Mart´ın in Ref. 10 suggested
to model the factorisation problem on these physical
grounds. Here we will generalize this model upon adding
a time periodic electric quadru-polar perturbation. It
is an important modification to the earlier autonomous
proposal. The key discovery of Ref. 10, that remains
unaltered here, was that the integer discreteness of the
number N turns out to be a consequence of the propor-
tionality of N to the quanta of the magnetic flux in the
trap (trough the area of the largest magnetron orbit).
This is the fundamental constraint which relates factor-
ing with quantisation (Landau Levels). There are two
additional remarks: firstly that, a time periodic pertur-
bation yields to chaotic behaviors in the system’s phase
space trajectories and, secondly, that the presence of a
magnetic field, which is required to make allowance for
the radial confinement of the ions in the trap, will break
the anti-unitary symmetry of the system. Therefore,
these two considerations taken into account and given
that there is no chaos in the quantum realm, accord-
ing to Berry’s criterium (Ref. 5 a), there must exist a
”semiclassical, but non-classical, behaviour characteristic
of systems whose classical motion exhibits chaos”, which
is the program we intend to follow in this article. To
such a degree, the available mathematical treatment will
be that of modelling the quantum Hamiltonian in terms
of a (complex) random matrix. Even though the exact
form of the matrix for the non-autonomous Penning trap
is not specified, we should be able to apply the general
theorems of the random matrix theory to provide the
expected unfolded level spacing of the spectrum of the
measurable energies. Back in number theory one should
anticipate then that the probability distribution of the
function E[x,N/x] (computed for the possible primes,
x ≤ √N), being the number theoretical counterpart of
the physical energy of such a classically confined chaotic
system, should follow the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble
statistic (as from the theoretic Aharonov-Bohm magnetic
billiard case).
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: in
section II the Hamiltonian formulation of the factorisa-
tion problem along with the necessary concepts for the
statistical treatment of the problem are provided. Section
III is devoted to the quantisation of the Hamiltonian in-
troduced in the second section, which matches to that of
a system of confined charges in a Penning trap. The spec-
trum of energies is calculated in the semiclassical approx-
imation. Section IV shows that, an experimentally real-
isable model of the quantum simulator, may be devised
as the time average Hamiltonian of a confined system
of charges (i.e., a Coulomb lattice) in a non-autonomous
perturbed Penning trap. Then, the existence of a new
”radial breathing” degree of freedom, a consequence of
the instability of the magnetron degree of freedom, is
demonstrated. In the non autonomous model, the inverse
harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian energies become those
corresponding to the time average of a periodically per-
turbed Hamiltonian. In section V , given some factorable
N , the probability distribution of the arithmetic function
E(x,N/x) is computed (for the probable prime factors
not larger than
√
N). This distribution comes to be dis-
crete, as predicted from the spectrum of the measurable
quantum simulator energies. Given this discreteness, an
inversion algorithm from this spectrum is equivalent to a
factorisation algorithm with polynomial complexity, i.e.,
it only requires resources scaling as a function of lnN .
Also in this section, we demonstrate that a Gaussian Uni-
tary Ensemble probability distribution fits to the number
theoretical computations for the unfolded level spacing of
the function E. This fact, indeed, represents a falsifia-
bility test of the hypothesis of the quantum simulator
of factoring. Our conclusions are summarised in section
V I. Finally, the proof of the dynamic confinement of
a Coulomb lattice having magnetron instabilities, in the
presence of a non autonomous Penning trap, is found in
the appendix.
II. HAMILTONIAN FORMULATION OF
FACTORING
There are many composed integers N ′, such that
pi[
√
N ′] = pi[
√
N ] ≡ j. It is convenient then to define the
Factorisation Ensemble F(j) as the set of primes num-
bers, say xk, yl whose products give numbers Nkl with
this property:
F(j) = {xk, yl, primes | Nkl = xkyl, with j = pi[
√
Nkl]}.
(2)
The cardinal of this set is the amount of the differ-
ent number theoretical energies E[x, y] in the ensem-
3ble ]{F(j)} ∼ √N(ln ln√N + B), where B is Meissel-
Mertens constant (see Ref.9). Since this quantity is larger
than the trivial algorithm complexity of factoring, E is
approximately degenerate, i.e., many N ′ ∈ F(j) have al-
most the same energy. This prediction was previously
confirmed in Ref. 10.
Asymptotically, the prime number theorem states that
pi[x] ∼ x/ lnx, writing h = √N , we get
E ∼ 1 + ( ln(x/h)
lnh
)2. (3)
Let us now compute the probability PE for the energy
function defined in the factorisation ensemble. First, if
for each of the primes xk ∈ F(j), the probability of being
a factor of a given N is given by a function P(x), one has
1 =
∑
p= prime
P(p) ≡
∫ h
2
P(x)Dpi(x), (4)
where one uses a Lebesgue measure integration and the
sum is taken over the primes less than or equal to h. The
Lebesgue integral runs over all the real numbers and, in
order to compute it, we can take the approximation from
the prime number theorem formulated for the density
of the primes, i.e., Dpi(x) ' dx/ lnx. It gives P(x) =
lnx/h. Moreover, since per each factorisation there is
univocally a single E function, we infer the existence of
the new Lebesgue measure DE = |∂xE|dpi(x(E))dE , i.e.,∫ h
2
P(x)Dpi(x) =
∫ E[2]
1
PEDE, (5)
to such a degree one asymptotically obtains, using
Equation (3),
PE ∼ 1
2
(lnh)2√
E − 1 . (6)
Recall also that, number theoretically, there are two posi-
tive independent arithmetic functions, depending on pi[x],
pi[y] and j, that can be built, namely
p[x, y] =
1
2
(pi[y]− pi[x])/j, q[x, y] = 1
2
(pi[x] + pi[y])/j,
(7)
that suggests to write
H(p, q) = p2 − q2 (8)
which can be evaluated for every pair of primes (x, y) ∈
F(j), i.e.,
H(p, q) = −E (9)
with E = pi[x]pi[y]/j2. Trivial solutions are
q =
√
E cosh(t+ tE), and p =
√
E sinh(t+ tE)
where t should be considered as a quasi-continuous ”time
coordinate” and tE is a constant depending on E. Then,
neglecting δE/δt, i.e., for x = O(h), we get
q˙(t) = p(t) ≡ ∂pH, p˙(t) = q(t) ≡ −∂qH,
which means that, asymptotically, for large N , the arith-
metic function H(p, q) behaves exactly as expected for
the Hamiltonian of a negative energy inverse harmonic
oscillator. Now, in order for the physical analogy to be
fully consistent, the actual system that simulates the so-
lutions of the factorisation problem should be confined,
i.e., it has a bound set of possible classical trajectories in
the phase space. Let us now describe how a bound for the
primes in F(j) can be computationally built. Given the
finiteness of the ensemble there will always exist a mini-
mum bound for the lower factor of anyNkl = xkyl ∈ F(j),
say xg, which also belongs to this set. Specifically, let us
define a ”gauge parameter” g as follows
xg(k) = dh2/3(lnh)g − k lnhe,
where, g, which is a real number, can be selected g =
O(1). Here, the integer k indicates that the limit must
be taken for the prime numbers that, according to the
prime number theorem, are separated from each other
by a unit of distance of the order of lnxg ∼ lnh, on
average. For the arithmetic function q it imposes
q ≤ qg[x(k), N/x(k)], (10)
which asymptotically scales as a function of the gauge g
and the integer k,
qg(k) ∼ 2/3k(lnh)−2gh−1/3 + h1/3(lnh)−g. (11)
III. STATIONARY QUANTUM STATES
Let us consider a confined system of ions (or electrons)
characterised by some fundamental frequency ω0, a unit
of mass m and a charge e in a hyperbolic Penning trap.
Radial and axial confinement are driven by means of a
static electric field and an axially oriented constant mag-
netic field. In the ions (or electrons) center of mass co-
ordinate system the electric and magnetic forces are bal-
anced when the charged particles lay on exactly opposite
radial positions near the center of symmetry of the trap,
i.e., in the electrostatic saddle point region. In this equi-
librium state the magnetron degree of freedom Hamilto-
nian becomes that of the factorisation problem, i.e., an
inverse harmonic oscillator with negative energies. This
implies that, with such a simplified configuration of the
trap, the balance of magnetic and electric forces should
be unstable.
In the quantum realm, nonetheless, there is no insta-
bility because we should extend the state coordinates of
each particle to include the spin coordinate si. The state
of the system is then a tensor product of entangled -
parity preserved- states of every pair of indistinguishable
particles
4Ψ[{q(1)i }, {q(2)i }; {si1}, {si2}] =
∏
i
{ψ(q(1)i , si1)ψ(q(2)i , si2)± ψ(q(2)i , si1)ψ(q(1)i , si2)}, (12)
where the product is extended to every particle pair and
the + or, − sign corresponds to whether the ions are
either bosons or fermions. Then qi = |q(2)i − q(1)i |, the
relative distance between each pair, becomes a c-number
of the individual state of each entangled pair. In what
follows we will consider that the full state of the system
consists of the tensor factorisation in Equation 12. The
system’s initial state is described only in terms of the
relative distance between the ions and the parity entan-
gled spin state χi(s
1
i , s
2
i ) = ψ1(s
i
1)ψ2(s
i
2) ± ψ2(si1)ψ1(si2)
of each of the interacting pairs, i.e.,
ΨF(j)[{qi}; {si}, 0] =
∏
i
χi(s
1
i , s
2
i )
D[N ]∑
kl
{
∑
g
a
(g)
kl φ
kl
g (qi)}.
where φklg (qi) are the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian of
the magnetron degree of freedom of each pair in the trap
(which may depend on the boundary conditions, denoted
here by the gauge parameter g). On the other hand,
D[N ] = ]{F(j)} maps the cardinality of the factorisation
ensemble with that from the Hilbert space of the physical
system.
With this picture in mind, there will be a proba-
bility |akl|2 to measure the magnetron energy eigen-
value, E˜kl say, proportional to the arithmetic function
E[xk, yl]. This corresponds to the factorisation of the
number Nkl = xkyl ∈ F(j). At time t = 0, the quantum
state of the system is exactly solved once we determine
the complex amplitudes akl.
In order to get the quantum theory an additional theo-
retical abstraction is required: we declare that the canon-
ical arithmetic functions p and q are quantum operators
acting on the state of the confined physical system.
Let us now land into physics from number theory
upon providing dimensionally measurable canonical co-
ordinates from the known arithmetic functions:
p = pˆ/
√
~ω0m, q = %
√
mω0/~ and E = −2E˜/~ω0,
the system then satisfies the energy constraint
pˆ2
2m
− m
2
ω20%
2 = E˜.
This means that for the confined system, there is a Hamil-
tonian whose eigenvalues Ekl label the allowed physi-
cal states that the quantum factoring algorithm operates
with. If the system corresponds to some confined set of
particles, say, the state at t = 0 would be ΨF(j)(q, 0) with
the appropriate bound conditions, e.g., ΨF(j)[qg, 0] = 0,
where qg represents the size of the box where the system
is confined. The full state wave function is written as a
series of all its quantum states labeled by {kl}, or
ΨF(j)[{qi}, t] =
∏
i
χi(s
1
i , s
2
i )
D[N ]∑
kl
∑
g
a
(g)
kl e
−iEklt/~φklg (qi).
(13)
The simulator is programmed with the number N de-
pending on the values of the wave function on the bound-
ary. The spectrum of frequencies depending on qg is the
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function
E(ω;N) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dte−iωt
∫ qg
0
{dqi}ΨF(j)[{qi}, 0]∗ΨF(j)[{qi}, t].
As usual, the only possible output of the simulator should
be its allowed frequencies Ek,g/~ with probability |akl|2
which are the expected outputs of the quantum algorithm
of factoring. Boundary conditions for ψ(qi, 0), for the
radial wave function of each entangled spin state, read
ψ(qi, 0) =
1√
qg
if
√
E ≤ qi ≤ qg(k).
The full Hamiltonian of the confined system of particles
is H[{pi}, {qi}] =
∑
i p
2
i − q2i . The transit to quantum
mechanics comes from the usual substitution pi → −i∂qi ,
which leads to the Schro¨dinger equation of the simulator
of factoring (hereafter, to simplify notation, we will drop
the particle index i)
∂2qφ(q) + q
2φ(q) = Eφ(q), (14)
with the proposed boundary conditions for φ(q). It leads
univocally to the spectrum of energies. To solve this
problem, let us develop the solution in the semiclassi-
cal regime. This method, as a difference with the exact
one, given in Ref. 10, provides a physical meaning for the
number theoretical –rather arbitrarily introduced– gauge
parameter g. The WKB wave functions are
5φklg (q) ∼ p−1/2 sin
{∫
pdq + ϑklg
}
,
√
E ≤ q ≤ qg(k),
(15)
where ϑklg is global a phase depending on the gauge g.
Far from the turning point at q =
√
E , we take the
approximation p ' q − 12qE, obtaining
φklg (q) ∼ (q2 − E)−1/4 sin{q2/2− E/2 ln
q
qg(k)
+ ϑklg }.
The condition φklg (qg(k)) = 0 leads to ϑ
kl
g = pil −
qg(k)
2/2 (for l ∈ Z) while the second condition
φklg (
√
E ) = 0 can be satisfied if and only if E is the
solution of
2pil − E ln
√
E
qg(k)
− qg(k)2 + E = 0. (16)
Now one develops E → 1+ε+O(ε2), a method that is
only possible when 2pil ∼ qg(k)2 implying that the gauge
g is indeed a function of the mode l, i.e., Equation (11)
taken into account,
g(l) ∼ 1 + 1
ln[(lnh2/2)2]
{1− 2pil/Q20}, (17)
where Q0 = h
1/3(lnh)−1. Finally, feeding these expres-
sions into Equation (16) yields to the spectrum of ener-
gies
E(k, l) ' 1 + 4k
3(lnh)3g(l) ln qg(k)
, (18)
that coincides with the solution obtained in Ref. 10.
Equation (18) should be compared with Equation (3).
In the semiclassical approximation the probability of
the k, l state becomes, for qg(k) ' h1/3(lnh)−g(l),
|akl|2 ∼ |∂kE(k, l)|PE(k,l) → k−1/2, (19)
and Equation (6) was taken into account; then, up to an
arbitray phase χl,
akl → k−1/4 exp {−iχl}, (20)
which is an important genuine quantum result: there ex-
ists a discrete universal spectrum of energies for the fac-
torisation ensemble of any number N , a result that is
indeed independently of its bit size. Moreover the result
is consistent with the scalability of the quantum simula-
tor, because these Fourier amplitudes do not depend on
the initial configuration where the number N has been
encoded, as it should be. This feature demonstrates the
consistency and the validity of the quantum factoring
simulator model. Moreover, given that the energy is de-
generate, depending on the allowed gauges in the k la-
beled state, there could be in general many lines, labeled
by the quantum number l, for the same state.
IV. EXPERIMENTALLY REALIZABLE
QUANTUM FACTORING SIMULATOR
In the saddle point region, where the particles be-
come confined, there is an effective repulsive inverted
harmonic oscillator potential, i.e.,denoting ω20 = κ/m,
U(q) = −1/2κ%2. In the center of mass system, the en-
ergy constraint becomes
Hˆ(pˆ, %) ≡ 1
2
{ pˆ
2
m
− κ%2} = E˜.
The Penning trap axial frequency is ωz =
√
2ω0.
An experimentally realizable model of the quantum
simulator can be devised when the number of particles
pairs increases. In that case the system should be con-
sidered as a Coulomb lattice. Confinement is experimen-
tally achieved through the presence of a stroboscopically
driven periodic electric quadrupolar field perturbation of
strength λ with a frequency ωλ. In these practical sit-
uations a more convenient configuration of the Penning
trap will be cylindric instead of hyperbolic and the effec-
tive equilibrium of the electric and magnetic forces are
achieved when the quadrupolar field frequency ωλ is very
close to that of the Penning trap magnetron degree of
freedom . If the total number of particles in the confined
Coulomb lattice is K, the time dependant Hamiltonian
becomes,
HK({pˆi}, {%i}, t) =
i=K/2∑
i=1
{Hˆ(pˆi, %i) + λκ%2i cos 2ωλt}.
(21)
In general an exact solution of this problem can not be
obtained and the trajectories are known to be chaotic.
Therefore, in the quantum theory only the average time
problem makes sense. Indeed, in the center of mass co-
ordinate system, according to Feynman-Hellmann theo-
rem, its time average Hamiltonian should be that of the
inverse harmonic oscillator presented here (see Ref. 11).∫ pi/2ωλ
−pi/2ωλ
ωλ
pi
dt〈Ψ(%, t)|HK(pˆ, %, t)|Ψ(%, t)〉 → E. (22)
Where E = (K/2)E˜ + Lωλ, is Floquet’s quasi-energy
and L = ∂ωλE is the conserved angular momentum.
Along these lines, the Coulomb lattice rotates with the
stroboscopic frequency ωλ. Therefore the energy of every
parity preserved entangled ion pair can be defined as a
time average
E˜ = 2/K(E− Lωλ)→ 〈 pˆ
2
2m
−mω
2
z
4
%2〉.
Moreover, as shown in the appendix, using the clas-
sical theory for the center of mass trajectories of every
two ions, dynamic confinement is achieved upon assum-
ing that the indistinguishable ions lay instantaneously in
6equilibrium positions. Regarding to the collective motion
of the Coulomb lattice, one obtains, analogously to the
quantum Feynmann-Helmann Equation 22, an average
time Hamiltonian. Now, in order for this average energy
function to coincide with that of the inverse harmonic
oscillator above, the stroboscopic frequency ωλ should
match to that of the unstable Penning trap magnetron
degree of freedom and, yet, this condition also originates
a new degree of fredom for the radial coordinates of ev-
ery two ions, as said, in exactly opposite positions (as
required for the exact balance of electric an magnetic
forces): as shown in the appendix, the orbits experience
a time periodic expansion and contraction motion, with
period pi/ωλ. These are Mathieu’s resonances of the sys-
tem, and, indeed, they were seemingly observed by Af-
folter, Driscoll and Anderegg in Penning trap confined
Mg++ ions experiments in Ref. 12, where the observed
phenomenon was said to correspond to a characteristic
radial breathing degree of freedom for the periodically
perturbed (collective) Coulomb lattice trajectories.
To finalise this experimental proposal, recall that in
the semiclassical theory a new quantum number should
be assigned to any periodic degree of freedom and, given
that, in quantum simulator of factoring model, the inte-
ger l arises precisely from the wave function conditions at
the actual maximum and minimum turning points of the
radial coordinate, we must necessarily conclude that the
new quantum number l corresponds to this new classical
radial breathing degree of freedom.
V. THE SPECTRUM OF FACTORING
A practical model of the factorisation ensemble is the
set of all products of two primes with the same number of
bits, n−1 < log2 x′y′ < n say. It represents an extension
to the actual factorisation ensemble that, recall, refers to
a single pi(
√
N).
F(n) =
pi[2n/2−1]⋃
i=pi[2n/2−1]
F(i).
As a result, within the extended factorisation ensemble
are the n−bits public moduli keys used in the RSA cryp-
tography system. The histogram of the function E[x′, y′]
for a sample of these keys should fit to a universal dis-
crete distribution of probabilities. From the scalability of
the spectrum to any size of the number N = xy we are
allowed to calculate F(n) with arbitrary n, e.g., n = 120.
Hence, a sample of 150, 000 factorable N ∈ F(120) RSA
keys has been generated using OpenSSL. In order to per-
form a numerical experiment, we generated 150, 000 val-
ues of E[x, y] , using the aforementioned OpenSSL keys[?
]. The Gaussian kernel distribution histogram of the fac-
torisation function is shown in Fig. 1 which effectively
displays the existence of a discrete set of favored val-
ues. Many E’s became apparently avoided while other
are statistically amplified. The histogram represents the
spectrum of factoring, confirming the expectations of the
quantum theory for a system that classically exhibits
chaos, as in the case of the confined ensemble of confined
particles in a magnetic field.
FIG. 1. Best fit Gaussian Kernel distribution calculated for
the histogram of the factorisation function (E[x′, y′]−1). The
plot corresponds to the extended factorisation ensemble of a
sample of 150, 000, 120−bits, RSA public cryptographic key
moduli. The predicted statistical behavior, Equation (6), is
the dashed red curve.
A. Polynomial complexity of the inversion
algorithm
As shown, for some low bit size RSA moduli, say n′ =
120, the discrete spectrum
E[n′](E) =
∑
kl
δ(E − En′kl )|akl|2,
may be computed, to any desired exactitude, upon
adding a finite number of zeroes in the Riemann series
of pi[x], etc. Provided with this, we are now allowed to
determine, with the same exactitude, other spectra corre-
sponding to some much larger bit numbers, i.e., N ∼ 2n,
n 120. This comes from the fact that, according to the
factoring simulator model, Equations 18 and 20, there is
a scalable spectrum of the universal simulator. This con-
dition reads, explicitly
Enkl = 1 + (n
′/n)4(En
′
kl − 1). (23)
On these grounds, the spectrum encodes the universal
probability distribution of the most likely factors of any
number. Let us see how this remarkable prediction of
the quantum theory may be used to find the more likely
possible factors of any factorable number N , in princi-
ple, using polynomial resources. This algorithm requires
the inversion of the infinite Riemann’s series of pi[x] and
pi[N/x] in terms of the non trivial zeroes of ζ(s). The de-
tailed techniques will be given elsewhere, however, let us
advance here some the required tools and number theo-
retical methods. To get x = X[Ekl, N ] recall that, owing
7to Euclid’s unique factorisation theorem, for some known
N , the unique solution of the implicit constraint
Enkl − E[x,N/x] = 0
must be found.
We now define the function
ςT (x) = 1−
T∑
ζ(sl)=0
R(xsl)
R(x)
,
where R(x) is Riemann’s approximation to pi[x] =
limT→∞ ςT (x)R(x). Then, up to some truncation order
T in the series of ςT (x), a probable factor of N , hav-
ing probability |akl|2, can be obtained if x0 exists that
minimise the constraints
(Enkl − ET [x0, N/x0])2 ≈ 0, (24)
where the notation ET (x,N/x) means that the replace-
ments pi[x] → ςT (x)R(x) etc., were used. Then x =
limT→∞ x0.
Notice that the function ςT (x), owing to its definition
as a series depending on the Riemann’s zeros, suffers from
large and rapid oscillations and, therefore, the constraints
have many possible solutions. In the end, the solutions of
Equation 24 give numerical approximations to the actual
probable factors of N (with the given spectral probabil-
ity |akl|2). Yet, the exact factor x can still be found.
One requires to feed x0 into Coppersmith’s algorithm
that computes an integer solution of a set of polynomial
constraints of the kind
Pk[z
k(x− dx0e)] = 0 mod N,
which, for the formally independent variable z = x −
dx0e < 2h1/3, and k ∈ N, form a set of problems that can
be formally assimilated to that of finding the minimum
reduced basis of a large lattice. Using the celebrated
polynomial time LLL lattice basis reduction algorithm,
the factor, x = dx0e+ z, will be obtained with resources
only scaling as lnN (see Ref. 14 and Ref. 15).
Provided with these techniques, let us theoretically es-
timate the best case factorisation algorithm complexity
coming from the existence of the spectrum of some n bits
size number N ∼ 2n, which, recall, is an scalable univer-
sal function of K ≈ E(ln4 h/4(E − 1)). Note first that
there are
]{F(j)}/j ∼ (log2N)2 log2 log2N
constraints. Their solutions provide all the possible ap-
proximations to the factors of N . On the other hand, if
T becomes indefinitely large, the distance |x − x0| will
necessarily be small, i.e., certainly not larger than x1/3,
say, which is the condition required for the applicability
of Coppersmith’s algorithm. In that case, the factor x
will be obtained in just log2N additional steps for every
approximate solution of the constraints. This determines
that the inversion algorithm obtains the factor x in
Γ ∼ (log2N)3 log2 log2N (25)
steps, which exactly coincides with the prescribed quan-
tum factoring algorithm complexity of Shor in Ref. 18
for a quantum gate computer, as it should be. Notwith-
standing with this encouraging result, recall that the best
case corresponds to the exact summation of all the zeroes
of ζ(s) in the series
ς(x) = lim
T→∞
ςT (x),
i.e., that the Riemann hypothesis must be true. In all
practical purposes, though, the complexity achievable
with a classical computer that implements the inversion
algorithm will strongly depend on the truncation order
T .
B. Level spacings probability distribution
As said in the introduction, the classical trajectories
of the dynamically confined system will be chaotic. As a
matter of fact, owing to the Von Neumann-Wigner theo-
rem (Ref.16), the probability that two energy curves (de-
pending on the strength λ) cross each other is extremely
low, a phenomenon called levels repulsion. Considering
that, in the Coulomb lattice, there are classical phase
space trajectories having nearly the same semiclassical
states, one should conclude that only the statistical dis-
tribution of the quantised energies can be studied. This
may correspond in number theory, we conjecture, to the
fact that the value of the particular gauge g(l) remains
unknown. Hence, if two close –orbital– quantum num-
bers, say l and l′, can be assigned to the same energy state
corresponding to two nearly equally large radial breathing
motions, one would expect that
∆E(k, l) = E(k′, l′)− E(k, l) = s~ω,
where s is a random variable of non zero average.
Thereby the quantum state can be described instead by
the spectral statistic of the level spacing ℘(s). This pro-
cedure is, by construction, convenient for numerical stud-
ies.
The action of the Hamiltonian on the state vector of
such a chaotic or unpredictable system can be replaced by
the action of random matrices (see Refs. 18, 19, and 20).
Therefore, level repulsion and randomness should become
essential features of the energy distribution of the factor-
ing simulator. Note that the presence of a magnetic field
imposes that the system has no time reversal invariance,
which means that the matrices should have a complex
Hermitian representation (see the net examples in Ref. 5
b). If the hypothesis of the simulator is correct, then,
the expected distribution of the (unfolded, i.e. measured
8over the average) level spacing of the factorisation func-
tion E, in the ensemble of n− bits RSA moduli, should
be that of the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble which is given
by the expression
℘(s) =
32
pi2
s2 exp (− 4
pi
s2), (26)
We have tested the validity of these physical ideas
with numerical simulations regarding the distribution of
the primes in F(n). To do our analysis, we computed
E[xk, yl] for 500, 000 OpenSSL n−bits RSA factorable
moduli of the usual form Nkl = xkyl ∈ F(n). Just for the
sake of cross testing the results with the available table
of primes in Mathematica© we took n = 80. Thereon,
recalling the quantum predicted energy function in Equa-
tion (18), we define the k-index function
k(xk, yl) =
1
4
(E[xk, yl]− 1){ln[2n/2]}4,
and we have taken into account that lnh ' ln[2n/2]
should be a good approximation. This arithmetic func-
tion is always O(1) for any n− bit RSA moduli and,
according to the prediction of the quantum simulator, it
should exhibit an universal probability density |akl|2 ∼
k−1/2 independently of the number of bits to which the
extended factorisation ensemble pertains. Now, in order
to calculate the unfolded level spacing, for the randomly
selected 500, 000 samples in the extended factorisation
ensemble, we must, first, order {k(xk, yl)} from lowest to
highest values to obtain an ordered set
{ki}sampled → {ki}ordered .
Moreover in order to avoid any possible bias in the def-
inition of the closest energy level, we computed the dif-
ferences of almost consecutive values of the array of the
ordered k-index function at the running i-th labeled po-
sition
∆ki(`) =
1
`
(ki+d`/2e − ki−d`/2e)
with the index 1 ≤ ` ≤ 6 taken as a random variable, i.e.,
` = O(1), which is the only prescribed condition. This
numerical procedure makes sense inasmuch as we are try-
ing to erase any kind of probabilistic bias originated from
the external program (in view of the fact that the pairs
(xk, yl) of the sampled OpenSSL generated primes were
also randomly generated). Thereupon one proceeds to
compute the average level spacing. It requires to take
into consideration values in the array well beyond the
actual level spacing that we are calculating at the posi-
tion labeled by the index i. Numerically, we take some
large LMax[`] and define
〈∆ki〉L ≡ 1
L
(ki+dL/2e − ki−dL/2e).
In the numerical experiment L = 1000 is taken (because
it is much lower than the actual size of the sample, but is
much larger than that considered for the nearby levels).
The unfolded level spacing of the quantum index function
at the running ordered position i is then the random
variable
si(`) =
∆ki(`)
〈∆ki〉L (27)
whose normalised histogram is shown in Fig. 2. It fits
exactly to the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble statistics, a
result that is perfectly consistent with the expected level
repulsion of the quantum simulator with its associated
number theoretical function E. The figure shows, for the
primes in the extended factorisation ensemble of 80 bits
RSA moduli, F(80), the histogram of the unfolded differ-
ences of the arithmetic function {E[xi, Ni/xi]} calculated
for a sample of 500, 000 moduli in this set. These primes
were generated by the Unix standard cybersecurity pack-
age OpenSSL. In the quantum factoring simulator model
those values should be associated to the level spacing of
the quantum factoring simulator energies with the pre-
scribed level repulsion. This supports, by evidence, the
predictions anticipated from the quantum theory on re-
gards to the distribution of the primes in the extended
factorisation ensemble.
FIG. 2. Histogram of the unfolded differences of the arith-
metic function {E[xi, Ni/xi]} The continuous curve corre-
sponds to the GUE Equation (26).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The hypothesis of the quantum simulation of the
factorisation problem connects quantum mechanics and
number theory. This is very analogous to Hilbert and
Po´lya conjecture to prove the Riemann’s hypothesis re-
lated to the existence of a Hamiltonian system whose
energy eigenvalues are the imaginary part of the non
trivial Riemann’s zeroes. The quantum simulator ap-
proach extends this connection to the primes. This pro-
posal was previously introduced by Rosales and Mart´ın in
Ref. 9 and Ref. 10. Additionally, in this work, the semi-
classical approximation of the energy levels probability
9distribution has been derived for the quantum states of
the simulator. Extending the concept of the factorisa-
tion ensemble to cope with numerically computable RSA
cryptographic moduli N = xy, i.e., to actual standard
cryptograpic factorable n-bits numbers, we have observed
that the proposed ”energy factorisation function” sta-
tistical distribution is fully consistent with the predic-
tions of the quantum model (since E[x, y] correctly ex-
hibits a discrete spectrum of probabilities). The asymp-
totic probability predicted dependence was also observed.
This can be explained in the context of the quantum sim-
ulator model, but has no explanation whatsoever in the
classical realm. To such a degree, then, the evidence
provided here discovers an essential (i.e., quantum the-
oretical unavoidable) vulnerability of the RSA crypto-
graphic system. On these regards, we have developed an
alternative and independent deduction of the polynomial
time complexity of the quantum factorisation problem.
This result, that comes from pure quantum simulation
primitives, Equation 25, requires the universality of the
spectrum of the quantum simulator energies as well as
the truth of the Riemann hypothesis.
Finally, in this work, a crucial additional statistical
test can be designed: if the exposed quantum theory of
factoring is correct, i.e., if the factorisation function E
corresponds to the actual energy of a magnetically con-
fined set of charged particles, as suggested in Ref.10 and,
more explicitly described here, for the case of a very spe-
cial kind of stroboscopically perturbed Coulomb lattice
system, the probability distribution of the level spacing
of the factorisation function must be that of the Gaus-
sian Unitary Ensemble and no other. This last test has
also been numerically confirmed, a fact that affirmatively
points out toward the existence of a profound connection
between quantum mechanics and number theory (since
we have been able to confirm predictions that physics
alone imposes on the distribution of the primes).
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Appendix A: Dynamic confinement in Penning traps
Let us find the stable solution for the motion of two
(ideally identically charged) clusters of ions in a Penning
trap with a rotating wall. Radial symmetry is also taken
into account. The case of many pairs of clusters to form a
Coulomb lattice is straightforward using this symmetry.
In the Penning trap, the motion is decomposed into
separated radial and axial ones. The system of particles
in the trap is restricted to follow a harmonic oscillation in
the z− axis and a planar (x, y) motion. For the x, y plane
of motion of two identical charges at x1 = −x2 = x and
y1 = −y2 = y, of total mass M = 2m, the Lagrangian
is given in terms of the electrostatic quadrupole and the
magnetic field frequencies of the trap
L2e =
1
2
M(x˙2 + y˙2) + ω2z
1
4
M(x2 + y2) + ev1 ·A(x, y) + ev2 ·A(−x,−y)
− e
2/2√
x2 + y2
− M
2
ω2z(x
2 − y2)λ cos(2ωλt) +Mω2zxyλ sin(2ωλt),
here A(x, y) = −By/2i+Bx/2j is the vector potential in
the Johnson-Lippman gauge and v1 = x˙i+ y˙j, v2 = −v1.
A periodic rotating quadrupolar electric potential wall
was added. This term is required for the adiabatic sta-
bility of the ions in the trap (see Ref. 21). The relative
intensity of the rotating wall λ will be determined from
dynamic equilibrium considerations of the confined en-
semble of ions in the trap. Hence, close to dynamic equi-
librium, statistically, the ions should occupy positions in
the trap satisfying approximately, for their polar radius
x2 + y2 ' a2, in terms of some constant distance to the
center a,that will be determined below using the dynamic
equilibrium conditions. Moreover, one can write, denot-
ing % =
√
x2 + y2,
1
%
=
1
4a
(
%2
a2
+ 3) + . . . ,
then, for each of every two approximately identical
charged density clumps near their equilibrium position,
that is, disregarding higher order terms, obtains the ap-
proximate quadratic Lagrangian
Le → 1
2
m(x˙2 + y˙2) +
1
2
m(x2 + y2)(
ω2z
2
+
β
a3
) +
m
2
Ω(xy˙ − yx˙)
−1
2
mω2z(x
2 − y2)λ cos(2ωλt) +mω2zxyλ sin(2ωλt), (A1)
where Ω = eB/m and β = e2/4. In the rotating frame,
all the quadratic centrifugal terms have been included
into the definition of an arbitrary Lagrange multiplier
which does not contribute to the dynamics. We now
define ωˆ2z = ω
2
z+2β/(ma
3). Let also use a new coordinate
frame (ξ, ζ) defined by a rotation of angle ωλt. In this
case, the rotating wall quadrupole perturbation becomes
−mω2z/2(x2 − y2)λ cos(2ωλt) +mω2z(xy)λ sin(2ωλt)→
−mω2z/2(ξ2 − ζ2)λ,
which lead us to obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations (we
follow almost exactly Ref. 12),
ξ¨ − (Ω− 2ωλ)ζ˙ + {ωλ(Ω− ωλ)− (ωˆ2z/2− λω2z)}ξ = 0
ζ¨ + (Ω− 2ωλ)ξ˙ + {ωλ(Ω− ωλ)− (ωˆ2z/2 + λω2z)}ζ = 0. (A2)
Their solutions are
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ξ = A+ cos(λ+t) +A− cos(λ−t), ζ = c+A+ sin(λ+t) + c−A− sin(λ−t),
where A± are constants. The frequencies λ± and the constants c± are given by
λ± =
1
2
{Ω2 − 2ωˆ2z + (Ω− 2ωλ)2 ±
√
4ωˆ2zω
2
zλ+ (Ω
2 − 2ωˆ2z)(Ω− 2ωλ)2},
c± =
λ2± − ωλ(Ω− ωλ) + 12 (ωˆ2z − 2λω2z)
λ±(Ω− 2ωλ) . (A3)
The system of equations in Equations (A2) is satisfied
for each ion in the trap. Recall that, owing to the sym-
metry of the problem, any pair of statistically identical
charged density clumps in a Coulomb lattice, will also
obtain the same solutions at the corresponding equilib-
rium positions. In general, the motion of this system is
unstable in three dimensions. The more stable configu-
rations should be those with the charged density clumps
oscillating in the x− y plane. As shown in Ref. 22, it is
consistent with the rotating quadrupolar frequency stro-
boscopic election
ωλ → ω−, ωˆ2z → 2(Ω− ωλ)ωλ
where ω− is the trap magnetron frequency. We will sim-
plify the formulas introducing the trap angle
sin Φ =
√
2ωz/Ω.
In terms of the angle Φ the magnetron frequency is simply
ω− = Ω sin2 Φ2 while the cyclotron frequency becomes
ω+ = Ω cos
2 Φ
2 . Interestingly, in the limit of a thin disk
of ions, the equilibrium radius a must be
a→ ( β/m
ωλΩ− ω2λ − ω2z/2
)1/3. (A4)
Which can take any limit, i.e., it remains undetermined
by the perturbed Penning trap model. On the other
hand, whenever Equations (A4) are satisfied, the terms
depending on λ− in Equation (A3 )become irrelevant
since, in this case
λ− → 0, λ+ → ω+ − ω− = Ω cos Φ,
which leads to select A− = 0. Moreover, a rotation of
angle λ+t leads to the ion center of mass coordinate frame
(xλ+(t), yλ+(t)). In this system, when the trap angle Φ
pi/2, the positions yλ+(t)1,2 → 0 and every two ions lay in
opposed positions at a distance xλ+(t)1 − xλ+(t)2 ' 2a,
while the cyclotron motion remains as a rapid oscillation
around those adiabatically quasi-stable positions.
Mathieu resonances. Given that the quadratic La-
grangian Equation (A1) uses only the first two terms in
the series of the nonlinear interaction potential energy,
when the trap angle Φ pi/2, the positions should only
be stable during a very short period of time of the order
of 1/λ+ ∼ 1/Ω. To cope with this difficulty, one should,
in general, consider a new dynamic degree of freedom:
the polar radial coordinate %. Consequently, one should
replace the constant a by a function of time %(t), which,
indeed, ought to evolve adiabatically in a period of the
order of 1/ωλ  1/λ+. Therefore, for each of the individ-
ual charges the effective Lagrangian for this new dynamic
degree of freedom becomes
Lωλ(%, %˙) =
1
2
m%˙2 +
1
4
mωˆ2z%
2 − 1
2
mω2z%
2λ cos(2ωλt)
(A5)
and the effective time periodic Hamiltonian becomes
Hλ(%, %˙, t) =
pˆ2
2m
− 1
4
mωˆ2z%
2 +
1
2
mω2z%
2λ cos(2ωλt) (A6)
The two ions rotate with an angular frequency ωλ. %(t)
is the solution of the Mathieu equation,
d2
dτ2
%− {µ− 2φ cos 2τ}% = 0. (A7)
In Equation (A7) τ = ωλt, µ = cot
2 Φ
2 , and φ = λµ. The
solutions are written in terms of the oscillatory Mathieu
cosine functions
%(τ) = aCe(−µ,−φ, τ)/Ce(−µ,−φ, 0). (A8)
Nonetheless, there would only be periodic stable solution
within a very narrow parametric region φ(µ) (see Ref. 23
for reviewing the entire parametric map); these have pi
period for the variable τ . When Φ → 0, the first order
parametric stability constraint is
φ(µ) ∼ µ/2 + o(√µ). (A9)
This largely oscillatory behaviour corresponds to a ra-
dial breathing collective motion of the Coulomb lattice,
i.e., a new degree of freedom. Finally, if Equation (A9)
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is satisfied, the Euler-Lagrange equation Equation (A7)
reads
d2
dτ2
%− µ%[2 sin2 τ + o(1/√µ)] ' 0. (A10)
Since the solutions of Equation (A10) are necessarily pe-
riodic, in order to physically understand the motion of
the ion in the Penning trap, an average of the periodic
term will be now obtained (assuming that 〈2 sin2 τ〉 = 1
during many loops of its orbit). The average motion is
identical to that of an inverted harmonic oscillator for
〈%(τ)〉. The orbits should be restricted between a maxi-
mum and a minimum %(t). Far from the turning points
at τ = 0 and τ = pi, one has
〈 d
2
dτ2
%− µ%〉 = 0. (A11)
In that limit the Lagrangian becomes
L→ 〈1
2
m%˙2 +
mω2z%
2
4
〉 (A12)
and average Hamiltonian reads
H0 → 〈 pˆ
2
2m
−mω
2
z
4
%2〉, (A13)
which coincides with the postulated Hamiltonian of the
factorisation function.
